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1. .nz Register data quality assessment

Please refer to the video outlined here.

2. Data migration options

Please refer to slide 5.

3. Recap on earlier discussions

We have recapped the following from a data migration perspective.

● Historical Data
● Privacy
● Registrant Reference
● Still valid UDAIs (<30 days) authcodes
● Host objects
● Contact objects

Please refer to slides 6 -8.

4. Q&A Summary

NOTE: Below is a list of the questions that you asked during the forum. Since then
we’ve managed to get some of the answers for you:

https://youtu.be/VWzqrUz7plY


Q1: Would it be possible to send out an email to all registrars telling them
what percentage of their contacts have issues and what kind of issues
they have? To give the registrar an idea if they have a large amount of
issues or just a handful.

Answer: That is possible but depends on the direction we are going to be
taking and that is why we want to consult on the approach before
breaking it down into action items.

Q2: Are fax numbers still relevant? Are they worth keeping ?

Answer: As fax numbers are not mandatory, we have choices here.

Q3: Would we consider Primary & Secondary phone numbers instead of
faxes?

Answer: We have options to consider. We have the opportunity to assess
the options and decide.

Q4: With registrars voting for the data cleanup approach (please refer to
slide 5 for the options discussed), What do you need from the registry &
what would you do if the data cleanup program didn’t solve all the data
issues ahead of the migration?

Answer: Registrars can reach over to the registrant for data clean & give
timeframes. If there are still cases with data cleanup issues, the registry
will need to advise on the action that will be taken, taking into account
compliance related discussions with the Domain Name Commission.

We still have time to evaluate the options & come up with good decisions.

Q5: What would registrars generally communicate to registrants about
change management?

Answer: registrars would plan di�erent comms to registrants, these
include the  change process happening i.e. registry replacement and how
it would a�ect registrants, window for the change & informing customers
in advance.

Q6: Is INZ planning on putting out any Public announcement or publicity
materials that could be used by the registrars that could help with the
wording?

Answer: INZ is keen to know what materials registrars need, including
whether registrars need social media drafts and support with these
requests.



Discussion topics for future meetings

We have a number of subjects to cover in future sessions, in no particular order,
these include:

● drop catching,
● billing,
● registrar process change impacts,
● EPP interface.

Are there any other subjects that you would like us to cover or do you have any
feedback on the format of these sessions? Please let us know.

Next meeting schedule

The next scheduled meeting is within two to three weeks and we will send the
invite details shortly.


